
PowerSpell.P02 - Vocabulary

Words with two, three or four letters:

are, add, ago, all, also, any, art, away, back, bank, bar, base, best, bet, bill, bit, born, both, but, buy, by, 

bye, care, case, cent, city, club, cost, cup, cut, dead, deal, dear, die, down, each, easy, even, ever, exam, 

fact, fair, far, fee, few, file, fill, fine, firm, fit, for, form, from, full, gas, get, hall, hard, her, here, high, him, 

his, hit, hour, how, idea, if, in, into, it, its, join, just, keep, kill, kind, land, last, law, lay, less, let, list, lot, 

low, me, mile, mind, mine, miss, more, most, my, nest, news, next, none, note, of, off, on, once, one, 

only, or, our, ours, out, over, own, part, pass, pick, poor, rate, real, rest, roll, save, seem, sell, set, sex, 

she, shy, side, so, some, sort, such, sure, tax, team, tend, term, test, than, that, the, them, then, they, this, 

till, too, top, up, us, use, used, view, wear, well, what, when, who, with, you, your.

Words with five letters:

about, again, allow, among, apply, argue, aware, awful, basic, board, cause, check, could, count, court, 

cover, daddy, death, doubt, enjoy, enter, equal, extra, field, final, first, funny, grant, great, heavy, knock, 

learn, least, leave, level, local, lunch, might, never, north, occur, offer, order, other, ought, penny, penny, 

point, pound, power, quick, reach, refer, round, sense, serve, share, since, sound, south, space, spend, 

stage, stand, still, store, stuff, their, there, thing, think, three, total, trust, truth, under, until, which, while, 

whole, worth, would, yours.

Words with six letters:

accept, across, action, affect, afraid, agency, almost, amount, anyone, anyway, appear, around, assume, 

become, behind, better, bother, bottom, branch, budget, centre, chance, change, charge, choice, common, 

corner, county, couple, course, create, decide, demand, depend, double, easily, effect, effort, either, 

energy, engine, enough, fairly, favour, figure, follow, ground, happen, health, honest, itself, likely, little, 

matter, member, method, middle, minute, modern, moment, myself, nature, nearly, nobody, notice, office, 

option, profit, proper, rather, really, reason, record, reduce, region, remain, remind, second, should, 

simple, simply, suffer, surely, system, though, unless, useful, weight, wonder.

Words with seven letters:

ability, achieve, against, another, anybody, believe, central, century, certain, clearly, collect, college, 

comment, company, compare, control, current, exactly, forward, further, general, himself, manager, 

meeting, mention, nothing, o'clock, officer, opinion, outside, prepare, private, provide, purpose, quality, 

quarter, realise, receive, require, respect, science, section, service, several, similar, society, someone, 

special, success, suggest, suppose, teacher, thought, through, totally, towards, usually, village, weather, 

whether, working.

Words with eight or more letters:

absolutely, accident, activity, actually, advantage, agreement, although, anything, anywhere, appointment, 

appropriate, argument, attention, attitude, available, basically, beginning, building, business, certainly, 

competition, completely, concerned, condition, consider, consideration, continue, conversation, 

customer, definitely, difference, different, difficulty, education, employer, employment, environment, 

environmental, especially, eventually, everybody, everyone, everything, exercise, experience, extremely, 

generally, hopefully, important, interested, management, movement, necessarily, necessary, normally, 

obviously, occasion, operation, opportunity, ordinary, organise, otherwise, ourselves, particular, 

particularly, possible, possibly, pressure, previous, probably, programme, properly, reasonable, regional, 

relationship, response, sentence, situation, slightly, somebody, something, sometimes, somewhere, 



specific, straight, suddenly, suggestion, themselves, understand, whatever, yourself.
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